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As I told you yesterday, if you are trying to understand the meetings between Master

Rinzai and these monks that take place in the Dharma Halls, there is no way you will be able to

understand it without understanding the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  The Dharma

activity is the activity which has these two opposing activities as its content. All of us appear

with the Dharma activity as our content. It doesn't matter if you are a man or a woman we are all

exactly the same in this. We all are manifest having the Dharma as our content. If you can't

manifest the wisdom that knows this principle then there's no way you can understand this part

of the Rinzai Roku. 

In our lives we will of course meet men and also meet the ones that aren't men: women.

Tathagata Zen says that if there is something that is neither man nor woman that is the True Self.

Neither man nor woman. That according to Tathagata Zen is one way to describe the True Man,

the True Human being.  The Dharma itself, The Tathagata itself, as I always tell you, is acting

with both plus and minus acting equally as its content and when those two become one the

dharmakaya is manifest. 

When I start talking like this I want to add that there are these teachings such as the

awaking in faith in the Mahayana texts and the Consciousness Only school. Zen does not belong

to either of those. Tathagata Zen concludes that without fail plus and minus DO meet. In our

actual lives the reality is that we are meeting each other. Men and women inevitably meet each

other.  That  is  our experience.  There truly is  no way to escape from those meetings,  and so

Buddhism says that  we can't  deny the meeting of plus and minus.  The meeting of man and

woman. First of all, in Buddhism, in Tathagata Zen, we say that those meetings without fail will

be broken through. When plus and minus break through each other, then according to Tathagata

Zen each function will undoubtedly arrive at the origin of the other. Plus will end up arriving at
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the origin of minus and minus will end up arriving at the source of plus. Break through occurs

and at once plus has entered into the world of minus, is experiencing the world of minus, and

experience is the very source of minus. That is the teaching of Buddhism and the practice of

Tathagata Zen.  Minus is the same in this. When she breaks through the meeting, at once she was

entered into the world that plus was walking through and then immediately she is there having

arrived at the source of plus. When you begin your Zen practice you pass koans fairly easily. But

even the example of meeting a flower is not really that easy. You meet the flower and you have

to break through that meeting with the flower, and you must arrive at the very source of the

flower, and the flower simultaneously must arrive at your source. Somehow it doesn't seem so

easy for you folks to come up with that way of thinking. Although in the beginning already you

are having the experience,  the wisdom that KNOWS the principle behind the experience just

doesn't seem to arise. 

For example in the growth of a child, the child is born and becomes three and five and

ten and fifteen and around fifteen and sixteen for some people or maybe around twenty or twenty

one for some other people finally the wisdom begins to arise that the meeting must be broken

through and each function must arrive at the origin of the other and completely experience the

origin  of  the  other.  If  you  have  been  educated,  however,  in  a  way  which  leads  you  to

unquestioningly and uncritically accept the "I am" self, then you might become 25 or 30 or 40

years  old  and  still  not  understand  this  principle.  So  I  know I  always  talk  about  this  same

principle, but maybe today is going to be the very last time I talk about it. 

There are lots of different ways to think about this, we can talk about a hundred million

or ten or three billion but lets talk about three billion. We can say that the ultimate result is three

billion and the original source is one.  There are many different acceptable ways to think about

this but today let's go forward beginning with this. The first condition of the origin is one and it

grows and develops until it reaches the ultimately expanded state which today we will call three

billion. 

When plus and minus do meet each other, according to the teaching in this lineage called

Tathagata Zen, we says that this breakthrough does not happen unconditionally. In this example
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let’s say the plus and minus meet each other. And then they break through each other. But in

order to break through each other they must give of themselves and this very first breakthrough

occurs with plus and minus giving one three billionth of themselves. We are calling the first

condition of the origin one, but that means level one. The condition of the origin is the perfect

condition,  and therefore when you hear one you must understand that it is zero. It is only when

plus and minus give this one three billionth of themselves that they can separate from each other,

that they can break through each other.  Plus and minus break through each other and then arrive

at the origin of the other. 

There in between them, the one three billionth that each had given has become one. One

three billionth of plus and one three billionth of minus unify and becomes zero. This zero is now

in-between them. This new manifestation that appears receiving one three billionth of both plus

and minus and therefore, having equal amounts of plus and minus, it is zero. However, of course

it is the imperfect zero because it doesn't have the total amounts of plus and minus. The perfect

zero would have three billion of both plus and minus. 

The very first origin is the level one state of the origin. That state itself is not progressing

or regressing, is not going forward or going backward. Buddhism however, at least in one way of

teaching, says that the level one state of the source doesn't fixate itself.  It will without fail go on

to manifest level two state of the source. The Dharma activity doesn't fixate at level two either

and moves on without fail to manifest the level three state of the origin.  This process can be

likened to a fruit ripening. Just in the same way that a fruit ripens, there are many steps in this

process. And we can say, using the example that we are using today, that there are three billion

times that the perfect Dharma world is manifest in this process. That is the brief description of

the entire process itself, but right now I want to get on with level one becoming level two and

exactly how that happens.

Plus and minus meet each other, and in order to break through that meeting they both

give a part of themselves. In this first example, they give one three billionth of themselves. And

giving that, they break through each other, they separate from each other, and they arrive at the

origin  of  the  other.  Tathagata  Zen says  that  its  necessary  to  practice  this  activity.  That  it's
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necessary  to  actually  contemplate  the  plus  activity  and  the  minus  activity  and  that  state  of

imperfect zero that is in-between them. The one that can do contemplating is YOU. And now we

practitioners  are  contemplating  the  Dharma activity  as  an  object.   Originally  the  self  is  the

Dharma activity itself, and so, in this sense, it is a mistake to take the Dharma activity as an

object.  Therefore please see clearly the distinction between studying the Dharma activity as an

object, and actually DOING the Dharma activity itself, which is practicing the Dharma activity.

There is nothing wrong with studying the Dharma activity as an object, and yet if you only do

that you will be unquestioningly accepting the "I am" self that is doing the study and that self

will  never disappear.  When you learn the principle  of the Dharma activity,  that the Dharma

activity manifests this imperfect zero, that has one three billionth of both plus and minus as its

content and that is you, that is the imperfect self, then you must sit zazen and actually put that

into practice,  actually  DO that  activity  knowing that  there  is  no Dharma activity  other  than

yourself. 

You have to take that "I am" self and throw it away in order to really listen to this teisho

on the Dharma activity. In other words you have to really know that there is no "yourself" other

than the Dharma activity. 

Plus and minus arrive at each other's sources. And at this point there is no other place for

them to move forward, they can't do their activities of plus and minus in those directions any

more. They have completely experienced the world of the other. Plus at the origin of minus, we

can say, has become the origin of minus. Plus becomes minus, minus becomes plus and therefore

plus can't do plus anymore, he's already minus. Minus can't do minus anymore she's already has

become plus. She can't move anymore in the minus direction. Often I talk about plus and minus

arriving at each other's origin and not being able to move further, stopping there. But it's another

thing to really manifest the wisdom that can experience this state for yourself. So I suppose when

plus arrives at the origin of minus he's dead. And when minus arrives at the origin of plus, maybe

there's no other way to think of it than to think, she's died. They may have died, and yet they do

the activity of incarnating.  Plus does the art of bodily transformation. Plus takes the form of

minus. And minus, having died, incarnates herself, perhaps we can say, and now they are doing
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the activity of the other. In this situation you have to carefully contemplate exactly what state

plus and minus are in, and exactly what state the imperfect zero that is in between them is in.

Plus and minus are now imperfect, because they have given a portion of themselves, they are not

longer their total activity. And the self that has been manifest in between them is also imperfect.

All three are imperfect. 

One way of teaching this in Tathagata Zen is to imagine that plus and minus have eyes

that could see .  Here they are at the origin of the other and they have eyes, and they look back

towards their own origin but what they see is the Dharma child that is manifest in between them.

Plus at the origin of minus, has transformed into minus and turns around and looks back at his

child. Minus is the same. She has transformed into plus and she looks back on her child. So

according to Tathagata Zen you must contemplate this situation as a situation in which plus and

minus at the same time are both looking at their child. Now for the first time you know that its

the very nature of the self to see the self. The self might be able to see itself, here, in the form of

the child, but the plus husband can't see his wife. Minus is similar. She can see her child but she

cannot  see  her  husband.  Husband  and  wife,  plus  and  minus,  cannot  see  each  other  in  this

situation but they can think about each other. The husband can think "behind the shadow of my

child I know my wife is there". And the wife thinks similarly, "Behind the shadow of my child I

know my husband is there". 

This thinking, this seeing that occurs here cannot be called the complete perfect Dharma

activity. Just to be able to contemplate up to this state is pretty good. But it's pretty hard. You can

study Zen for two or three years and not even be able to contemplate this situation. If you are the

sort of person who goes to all the trouble to birth a child and then decides to abandon that child

then it is going to be even more difficult to contemplate the reality of this Dharma activity. If you

insist on thinking in a way that only is striving to find what is convenient for yourself, what is

comfortable for yourself, if you insist in always thinking in your self centered arbitrary way then

you will be in a state of never being able to see your true form. This talk is actually going off on

another subject, so actually it is not necessary to get into it. This, however, does happen in our
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world. People do go to all the trouble to birth a child, to bring a child into this world, and then

because of their self-centered, arbitrary, fixated, "I am" thinking they decide they have to throw

that child away.  But although this does happen and it's important I really want to get into it more

deeply at another time, not now. Maybe I'll just talk about it a little bit more. There are other

times where it isn't the case that the parent abandons the child because he or she is thinking only

of their own convenience, but instead because of some sickness or other misfortune the child

passes away. To have a child  is  to have arrived at  the state  of self  seeing self.   And if  for

whatever reason this  heart activity has to be negated it is a sad thing. To have a child is to

manifest the heart activity of self seeing self. And if you abandon that child, following your own

convenience, then oppositely  you will be in the state of not being able to see your self. This state

of not being able to see yourself of course equals loneliness. And in the cases where the child

passes away because of a misfortune or sickness, even more the mother will be sad, even more

the mother will feel what a shame it is that that happened. To abandoned the child is to deny the

manifestation of heart  of self seeing self. Those two activities are the same. To throw away the

way of seeing of self seeing self, is to throw away the child. Therefore Buddhism says that when

that activity is done inevitably suffering will be the result of it. 

Buddhism further,  however, says that without fail something will  appear to save you

from that suffering. Who?  His name is Jizo Bodhisattva. When you are running from the waiting

room to the sanzen room you may have noticed there is a statue there. I don't know who bought

that statue, but that statue is a statue of Jizo Bodhisattva.  Jizo Bodhisattva's job is to without fail

become your friend. He'll save you. He will return your heart activity to a peaceful activity. Jizo

is someone who is really easy to get to know and like. I don't know about China but in Japan

many mothers find Jizo to be their intimate friend. But I don't really want to talk about it any

more. I just want to remind you, that Buddhism says, that especially if you are a woman, and you

are suffering Jizo is there for you, and he will save you. Actually it isn't just the women. There

are many fathers who have lost their children and are suffering from it. Or they have, from their

own decision,  abandoned their  children  therefore  throwing out  the  heart  activity  of  the  self

seeing the self and are suffering because of it.  Jizo Bodhisattva can be your friend as well.
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But anyway, back to plus and minus. Plus and minus are at each other's origins and have

turned around and are looking back at the self that they see as themselves,   and husband cannot

see  wife  and  wife  cannot  see  husband.  So  what  should  they  do?  The  plus  activity  has

transformed  into the minus activity and now does the minus activity and through that he comes

into direct meeting with the child. And plus is the same. He has taken the form of minus and

doing minus he meets the plus self, the plus part of the child. The activity of plus and minus

doing the other's activity is the activity of them returning to their own origins. The moment plus

and minus meet the child, plus and minus, now in the state of having transformed into the other,

immediately are no longer in that transformed state. The part about plus and minus immediately

no longer being in their transformed state when they meet the child is a difficult koan and it will

come up later for you. But for now I would like to continue to explain this activity of the Dharma

activity.  When the plus activity that is doing minus activity meet up with the child who has both

plus and minus as its content, then that plus activity unifies with the plus portion of that child and

becomes perfect plus. Similarly the minus activity unifies with the minus part of the child and

becomes the complete minus activity.  This part of the story is an interesting part, but a very

difficult part. The child makes relationship with mother and father and through that making of

relationship with mother and father the result is a state of purity.  In other words, through mother,

father  and child  making  relationship  the  pure  plus  and pure  minus  activities  appear.   Then

according to the teaching of Tathagata Zen plus arrives back at his own source and minus arrives

back at her own source and this is when we can say  that a totally new condition of the origin, the

level two condition of the origin, has been manifest.  And here a new kind of wisdom appears.

Here plus and minus both manifest  the activity of wisdom that knows that they are together

holding their one shared world.  The wisdom of holding one world together is the wisdom of the

perfect Dharma activity. It is the wisdom of plus and minus experiencing each other completely. 

When  plus  experiences  minus,  always,  necessarily,  minus  is  experiencing  plus

simultaneously. Together at the same time, they experience each other. And when they separate

simultaneously they manifest self seeing self.  This is what is means when husband and wife

really have faith in each other, really trust each other.  In Tathagata Zen we call this state the
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manifestation of true love.  When plus is experiencing minus, and at the same moment minus is

experiencing plus, that is an experience that includes no doubt.   There is no need to do the

activity of knowing.  Of course when that state is destroyed it's a sad thing.  When that state is

lost it is sad.   That's why we have to care for each other.  In order to preserve that state, in order

to preserve that state we must care for each other.  

The whole point of this  is so you can manifest  the wisdom that knows what Rinzai

means when he says "Katzzz".  You have to be able to clearly answer "Is there any difference

between Rinzai's "Katzz" and the shout of true love?" There's no way really to explain this. The

only path possible is to really experience it.  After he shouts and the monk bows Rinzai doesn't

leave it at that he says "So what do you say about that shout? Was that a good shout or a bad

shout?"   But this monk has a really sharp tongue. This monk is such a good talker, it's like he's

running circles around Rinzai.  The monk says "Roshi, you're just like a thief. But you're just like

a thief that has failed at his thieving". That is what he means by "The thief in the grass has met

with complete defeat."  But Rinzai can't just leave it at that.  He can't just accept the monk's

talking, he further asks "So, what mistake did I make?" The monk  answers, "I won't forgive a

second offense.”  He means "If you manifest that imperfect "I am" discriminating consciousness

self that is thinking in terms of good and bad, loves and hates, mistakes and no mistakes, I'm not

going to allow it.”  What can Rinzai say now. Probably nothing. But he does say something. He

faces the monk squarely and again "Katzz".  What kind of a Katzz was it? Did Rinzai make the

shout of True Love, or was this a shout of thirsty desire?  Was this a shout saying,  "I really need

a drink of water.”  Or true love itself?  Which?  

This is a good part.  I've gone over time, so I should probably stop.  I've only gone over

20 minutes, so I should probably not stop.   But you're legs are probably hurting so I should

probably stop. But anyway Zen practice really isn't so hard.  If you think about other things

distant from yourself, then it gets hard. But we human beings are really just meeting each other

every single day.  And that's all Zen is really about. A meeting B. Our meetings. Our manifesting

true love with each other.  If you just think about Zen practice as that experience that you are

having all the time then there's nothing hard about it.  So in the end all you have to do is manifest
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real true love without mistake.  Buddhism makes a distinction between true love or so called

greedy love, or thirsty love.  True love is love that doesn't need love, and thirsty love is love that

needs love. No matter how you look at it, if your stomach is absolutely empty then you are going

to need to eat some bread. If you are totally thirsty then you are going to need to drink some

water. That's what it means to be an existent beings doing living.  Without fail thirsty love will

become true love. Without fail the process will end in the birth of the child.  Men however, seem

to be the ones who think of their own convenience more. They think "Oh no, we're having a

baby.  I  won't  be able  to  sleep at  night".  It  comes to  pass  that  the baby wakes up and says

"WHAA" but then the husband says "Hey I'm sleeping" and goes back to sleep and demands that

the wife take care of the baby. I guess there's a principle behind this. When the child is born, that

is your self. And so in fact you both have to raise that child. Let's stop today's teisho there.

終

The End
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